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PET LC

A novel cutinase, LC-cutinase (LCC), was isolated from leaf-branch compost using metagenomic approach. LCC
shows the high amino acid sequence identities of 57% to  cutinase and 52% to 
cutinase. This enzyme hydrolyzed various fatty acid monoesters with acyl chain length of 2 to 18, with a 
preference for short-chain substrates (C4 substrate at most) most optimally at pH 8.5 and 50 C, but could not 
hydrolyze olive oil. In addition, this enzyme had an ability to degrade poly( -caprolactone) (PCL) and 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). The specific PET-degrading activity of LCC was determined to be 12 mg/h/mg 
of enzyme at pH 8.0 and 50 C.  This activity is higher than those of the bacterial and fungal cutinases reported 
thus far, suggesting that LCC serves as a good model for analyzing the structure-activity-stability relationships 
of cutinase and also is potentially applicable for surface modification and degradation of aliphatic and aromatic 
polyesters. The crystal structure of LCC was determined at 1.5   resolution. The structure reveals that LCC
belongs to the /  hydrolase superfamily and the central parallel  sheet (9 -strands) is surrounded by two 
predominantly helical connections (10 helices). The structure highly resembles the structure of 
cutinase by the RMSD value of 0.77   for 255 C  atoms. The catalytic triad of LCC consists of Ser165, Asp210 
and His242. This enzyme contains one disulfide bond forming between Cys275 and Cys292. Furthermore, LCC
structure indicates that the active site residues of LCC are embedded in the hydrophobic patch which is formed 
by Tyr95, Thr96, Phe125, Met166, Trp190, Thr211, Val212 and Phe243. A long groove is extended from the 
catalytic pocket in this hydrophobic patch, suggesting that this groove serves as a binding site of an amphiphilic 
long-chain substrate. In order to enlarge the substrate binding pocket or increase its hydrophobicity, LCC-Y95A 
and LCC-Y95F were constructed, respectively. The optimum temperature for activities of these enzymes toward 

-nitrophenyl butyrate ( NPB) was equally 50 C. However, the activity of LCC-Y95F was higher than that of 
LCC-WT at 70 C. The binding affinity and turnover number of LCC-Y95A were lower than those of LCC-WT at 
both 50 and 70 C. LCC-Y95A was less stable than LCC-WT by 4.2  C, whereas LCC-Y95F was more stable than 
LCC-WT by 8.6 C. These results suggest that hydrophobicity of the substrate binding site is important for both 
stability and activity of LCC. The optimum temperature for activity of LCC toward NPB increases by 10 C in 
the presence of 1% PEG. Likewise, the optimum temperature for activity of LCC toward PET was higher than 
that toward NPB by 20 C. These results suggest that the activity of LCC decreases at  60 C due to 
heat-induced local conformational change of the active site and this conformational change is partly prevented 
by binding of a long-chain substrate. In addition, in order to examine whether the removal of the disulfide bond 
affects the activity and stability of LCC, LCC-C275/292A-cutinase was constructed. The temperature dependence 
of activity of LCC-C275/292A-cutinase indicates that the mutations shift the optimum temperature for activity 
downward by 20 C without significantly affecting the maximal activity. The denaturation temperature, 1/2, and 
the midpoint of the translation of GdnHCl-induced unfolding curve, m, at 30 C of LCC-C275/292A-cutinase 
were 70.6 C and 3.0 M, respectively, which were lower than those of LCC-WT by 15.6 C and 1.0 M, respectively. 
The free energy change of unfolding in the absence of GdnHCl, (H2O), of LCC-C275/292A-cutinase was 31.2 
kJ mol-1 at 30 C, which was lower than that of LCC-WT by 10.6 kJ mol-1. LCC unfolded very slowly in GdnHCl 
with the unfolding rate, u(H2O), of 3.28  10-6 s-1 at 50 C. This value is lower than those of fungal cutinases by 
six orders of magnitude. These results indicate that LCC is a thermodynamic and kinetically robust protein. 
Therefore, LCC is a promising enzyme for industrial uses in a variety of fields. The information of the 
structure-stability-activity relationships of LCC obtained in this study will facilitate engineering LCC variants 
with higher activity and stability in a rational manner. 




